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Outreach Coordinator Weekly Update
March 29 - April 2, 2021
Agoura Hills:
OC engaged IND in front of Southern California Edison. IND was informed several weeks ago
that he needed to relocate his encampment. At that time, IND was given a 72 hour notice. OC
asked IND to relocate and IND agreed. IND asked about going to a shelter bed. Approximately
1 year ago, OC placed IND in a bed at an Emergency Shelter in Woodland Hills. IND was at the
location for several months. IND eventually returned to Agoura Hills. OC has reached out to
LAHSA via LAHOP #29159. OC expects a response this week.
OC engaged IND at the Park and Ride. OC informed IND that a possible vehicle donation will
be made for IND this week. IND is living in his broken down vehicle. OC to work out logistics
regarding the donation and will follow up.
OC contacted IND who stated that an outreach team from LAHSA engaged with him this
morning. IND spoke to the team about finding a shelter. IND is willing to go to a facility.
OC contacted JT Manwell, Public Safety Liaison for an update.
OC received a reply regarding an LAHOP #29159 for an IND submitted earlier this week that
verified contact was made between IND and the outreach team. IND would like to go to a
shelter. OC to continue to follow up.
OC canvassed Twin Oaks and Agoura Meadows shopping center four days this week.
OC was contacted by IND who has been in his vehicle at the Park and Ride. IND stated that a
Deputy engaged IND on Thursday night and stated that he must move his vehicle within the
next 10 minutes or the Deputy would have his vehicle towed. OC asked IND what the Deputies
name was but IND was unable to recall. IND ended up moving his vehicle on Friday morning.
Calabasas:
OC engaged C01 at the Park and Ride regarding the re-establishment of his encampment. OC
asked IND to please keep the garbage picked up. IND stated that he used the ID voucher he
was given to replace his lost ID. IND also needs to pick up a replacement cell phone. OC to
follow up.
OC canvassed the Park and Ride. The IND camped there appears to be keeping his items to a
minimum. IND was sleeping, OC did not engage. OC stopped by the area Friday afternoon and
there was no sign of IND, an encampment, or garbage!
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OC canvassed The Commons and The Courtyard on three occasions this week. No contacts.
Hidden Hills:
OC checked in with Long Valley and Burbank Security Gates. No new contacts to report.
Malibu:
OC and Deputy Espinoza canvassed Legacy Park after receiving a tip that an individual is
stashing shopping carts in the bushes. OC engaged IND male, 40s. IND has been in Malibu for
many years. Deputy Espinoza directed IND to remove his items from the park. IND agreed.
OC and Deputy Espinoza engaged another IND in another area of the park. IND had a large
amount of garbage in the area. Deputy Espinoza directed IND to clean up his mess. IND
agreed.
OC revisited the area in Legacy Park where IND was asked to clean
up on Monday. A large amount of garbage remains in the area and
was not occupied at the time. OC ran into IND at Ralphs and
engaged. IND stated that he was going to clean up right away.
Deputy Espinoza contacted OC later in the day and stated that he
had another conversation with IND. Espinoza to start ticketing IND
for excess amount of garbage.
OC engaged IND who stated that he spoke to his CM regarding the unit he viewed 2 weeks
ago. CM informed IND that she discovered that the apartment is in an area that does not accept
INDs type of voucher. IND to continue searching for an apartment.
OC assisted with lunch. Approximately 25 INDs participated. Kay Gabbard, Homeless
Advocate, passed out mail which included several stimulus debit cards.
OC and Deputy Espinoza canvassed Legacy Park. IND, male was camping at the turnout next
to the Surfer Sculpture. IND has a significant amount of belongings and had moved from one
spot in the park to this location. Deputy informed IND that there is no camping in Legacy Park.
OC canvassed Central Malibu. No new contacts.
OC engaged IND who stated that he has been busy searching for apartments to view in Canoga
Park. His Section 8 Voucher will be accepted in that area. IND stated
that he would inform OC in advance regarding a ride to view units.
OC located an encampment across from 24560 Malibu Rd. OC
informed Deputy Espinoza and Susan Duenas, Public Safety
Manager.
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OC canvassed Legacy Park. No encampments were located.

Westlake Village:
OC canvassed The Promenade, T.O. Blvd, and Lindero Canyon RD. No contacts.
Other Activities:
OC Participated in the Ernie and Joe: Crisis Cops screening via Zoom.
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